Clarity 15.8.1| Resolved Defects

The following customer reported issues were resolved in the Clarity 15.8.1 Release:

Note: For additional updates apply the latest patch for your release
Learn more at https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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DE53336
Major
Found in 15.7
Fixed in 15.8.1

Custom object properties page break throwing a client side error after the upgrade - API related

SUMMARY: When upgrading from a version that does not have API enabled to an API enabled PPM version, multiple
custom sub-objects having a single master object will fail to open from the Administration --> Objects --> Custom subobjects. An API related error will be thrown in the app-ca logs.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Log in to a 15.4 base machine
2. Navigate to Administration - Objects
3. Create 3 Objects - Apple, Grape, Orange which are sub objects of Investment Objects
4. Create a few custom attributes under the above custom objects
5. Upgrade the above system to 15.7.1
6. Navigate to Administration - Objects
7. Click on each of the custom sub-objects - Orange, Apple, and Grape
Expected Results: The custom sub-objects opens up to its properties page.
Actual Results: Clicking on the object throws an error - Unable to Process Request - Server or Network Error.
The app-ca logs throw the below error
FATAL 2020-02-12 22:42:35,737 [http-nio-14001-exec-10] web.VXSLServer (clarity:admin:96749491__A36193B6-68D242C3-ACF2-2DC6C86419FC:odf.objectProperties) Transformation fatal error:Error in call to extension function {public
static java.lang.Boolean com.niku.union.xsl.ApiAliasExt.allowApiAlias(java.lang.String)}: Sequence contains more than
one value; Java method expects only one; SystemID: file:/fs0/clarity1/clarity/META-INF/union/vxsl/foundation.xsl;
Line#: 1048575; Column#: -1
; SystemID: file:/fs0/clarity1/clarity/META-INF/union/vxsl/foundation.xsl; Line#: 1048575; Column#: -1
net.sf.saxon.trans.DynamicError: Error in call to extension function {public static java.lang.Boolean
com.niku.union.xsl.ApiAliasExt.allowApiAlias(java.lang.String)}: Sequence contains more than one value; Java method
expects only one
at net.sf.saxon.functions.ExtensionFunctionCall.iterate(ExtensionFunctionCall.java:114)
at net.sf.saxon.expr.ComputedExpression.effectiveBooleanValue(ComputedExpression.java:545)
at net.sf.saxon.expr.BooleanExpression.effectiveBooleanValue(BooleanExpression.java:127)
at net.sf.saxon.expr.BooleanExpression.effectiveBooleanValue(BooleanExpression.java:124)
Workaround: None.

DE52585
Minor
Found in 15.6
Fixed in 15.8.1

Overdue timesheet notifications from New UX just show timeperiod start and can be off by a day(they will match
user timezone)

SUMMARY: Overdue timesheet notifications from New UX just show time period start and can be off by a day (they
will match user timezone).
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Connect with user with global rights, setup the Clarity Account Settings Time Zone to multiple hours behind the
server time, for example, Hawaii -10
2. Now go to Clarity - Classic Timesheets
3. Select a Timesheet for your user and click Notify
4. Go to Organizer - Notifications (or check email if enabled)
5. Note the Timesheet Overdue notification is sending the message below (correctly):
Resource: Smith, John
Time period: 2020-01-06 00:00:00 - 2020-01-12 00:00:00
6. Now enable New UX Timesheets in System Settings
7. Connect to New UX Timesheets - Review and Approve
8. Browse for your timesheet (should be the same as in step 2)
9. Open the timesheet for your user, and click on the clock icon Notify
10. Go to Organizer - Notifications
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Expected Results: To see the same format as in the Classic Timesheet overdue notification (the same template is
used).
Actual Results: The notification displays as below:
Resource: John Smith
Time period: 1/5/20 10:00 PM
Note: only the time period start date is used, not the start and end. Also, the time shown is NOT server time, but user
time, which makes it show as one day off in some cases
When checking, the Timesheet Overdue notification is used, but used in a different way by Classic and Modern UX.
Workaround: None.
DE53768
Major
Found in 15.7
Fixed in 15.8.1

After refresh Load Data Warehouse fails with error ORA-00942: table or view does not exist due to old entries with
schema name hardcoded in table DWH_INTERNAL_MD

SUMMARY: After refresh Load Data Warehouse fails with error ORA-00942: table or view does not exist due to old
entries with schema name hardcoded in table DWH_INTERNAL_MD.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Take a database backup from an environment whilst the Load Data Warehouse is still running and there are
entries in DWH_INTERNAL_MD in PPM_DWH schema
2. Restore the backup to another environment (both Clarity and Data Warehouse)
3. Check the table DWH_INTERNAL_MD, note the entries are there
4. Now run Load Data Warehouse job - Full Load
5. Expected Results: The Load Data Warehouse job to complete successfully.
Actual Results: The Load Data Warehouse job fails with error [CA Clarity][Oracle JDBC Driver][Oracle]ORA-00942: table
or view does not exist.
Workaround:
1. Get the Create statements from DWH_INTERNAL_MD
2. Replace the schema name with the correct one
3. Run it on the DWH database and ensure the indexes have bee created
4. Once done, truncate DWH_INTERNAL_MD
5. Run the Load Data Warehouse - Full Load again
DE53124
Minor
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

When creating custom subobject 'created_by' and 'last updated by' attributes are missing API ATTRIBUTE ID

SUMMARY: For an out of the box "Created_By" attribute API ATTRIBUTE ID is missing and it's not possible to set it
since it's not editable.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Login as Administrator
2. Navigate to Administration->Studio and click on Objects
3. Create new subobject of the project object
4. Click on the Attributes tab and click on 'Created_By' and 'Last Updated By' attributes properties and notice API
ATTRIBUTE ID is blank
Expected Results: API ATTRIBUTE ID should be pre-populated for 'Created By' attribute just like any other attributes
that are created by default.
Actual Results: API ATTRIBUTE ID is blank for 'Created_By' attribute.
Workaround: None.
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DE53846
Major
Found in 15.6.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Cannot filter in Blueprint in the Modern UI when using an Ampersand '&'

SUMMARY: When a user tries to filter on the Blueprint page in Modern UX using an Ampersand '&' then the following
error is displayed:
API-1006 : The value ''%' for Attribute 'name' is not in expected format or is invalid.
When the user navigates away from the page without clearing out the Ampersand '&' entered in the Filter section then
returns back to the page, the user is no longer able to get the Blueprint page to display.
Only the following error is displayed: 'API-1006 : The value ''%' for Attribute 'name' is not in expected format or is
invalid'.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Log into Clarity PPM and go to the Modern UX
2. Go to the Blueprint page
3. In the Filter section enter something containing an ampersand but does not begin with an ampersand (Example: R &
S)
Expected Results: Results are returned if there are any that include 'R & S' in the name. If no results, No results found.
Actual Results: The following error below is thrown and the list is not filtered. Moving away from Blueprint and
returning also results in displays of the error.
API-1006 : The value ''%' for Attribute 'name' is not in expected format or is invalid.
Workaround: Clear out the filter field before navigating away from the page.
DE52756
Minor
Found in 15.6.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

User with Instance Project and task rights and Audit Trail - View - All cannot see Task audit data from Project - Audit
Trail

SUMMARY: User with Instance Project and task rights and Audit Trail - View - All cannot see Task audit data from
Project - Audit Trail.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Connect as admin to Clarity - Administration - Objects
2. Open Project object and add a field for Auditing
3. Open Task object and add a field for Auditing
4. Now go to Home - Projects
5. Open a project (say Project N) and modify the field you're auditing
6. Open the task on the same project and modify the field you're auditing
7. Now go to the Audit Trail tab on the same project
8. Note that you're able to see the changes for Project
9. Filter for Subobject Task: note you're able to see the audited changes
10. Now go to Administration - Resources
11. Create a new user with access rights:
12. Instance for the project N we edited above:
Project - Edit
Project - Edit Management
Project - Edit Project Plan
Project - Task Management
Project - View
Project - View Tasks
Global:
Projects - Navigate
Audit Trail - View - All
13. Now connect with this new user, open the project N
14. Go to Tasks - open the task we changed, go to Audit Trail
15. Note the task change is visible in audit there
16. Now go to the Project Audit trail tab
17. Note the Project changes are displayed
18. Now filter on a subobject Task
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Expected Results: The Task audited data to be displayed in Project Audit Trail as the user should be having access to it
and it's visible in Task - Audit Trail.
Actual Results: The Task audited data is not displayed in Project Audit Trail.
Workaround: Only assigning the global rights Project - View Tasks - All. Or Project - Task Management - All or Project View Management - All works.
DE53326
Minor
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Ideas Update/Approve Errors after financial plans have been created

SUMMARY: Unable to update Idea after submitting a Cost plan with Location only.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Connect to Clarity with set up entities and financials (see attached environment)
2. Go to Home - Ideas - Create New Idea
3. Now go to Properties-Settings
4. Enter just a Location, not a Department. (Note the location should be associated with a department)
5. Save
6. Now go to Financial Plans - New Manual plan
7. Group by Cost Type and Transaction class
8. Set any dates, Save
9. Now navigate back to the Idea Properties page
10. Edit any attribute, for example enter some text in Objective
11. Hit Save
Expected Results: The Idea to be updated successfully.
Actual Results: ERROR The department cannot be changed to a different entity after financial plans have been
created.
Workaround: Go to Idea Properties - Settings and enter a Department, Save.
DE53349
Cosmetic
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Use Relative Paths in a Generic Channel URL within Modern UX - Error in app-ca.log

SUMMARY: When using relative paths defined on a Generic Channel URL in Modern UX the URL is displayed without
an error but an error is generated in the app-ca.log file.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Edit your default blueprint and add a channel module
2. Edit the channel so that the channel URL reads ./../../../../niku/nu
3. Click the preview button to ensure that it displays the Clarity PPM Overview page
4. Publish the blueprint
5. Restart the Clarity PPM services
6. Create a project using the default blueprint amended in steps 1-4
7. Click on the channel
Expected results: The URL is displayed without error messages being reported to the app-ca.log file.
Actual results: An error message is reported to the app-ca.log file:
ERROR 2019-10-01 07:50:40,334 [http-nio-1561-exec-1] cache.SecurityDomainsCache (clarity:unknown:none:none)
Failed to parse following malformed url entered by user : ./../../../../niku/nu
java.net.MalformedURLException: no protocol: ./../../../../niku/nu
Workaround: None.
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DE53662
Major
Found in 15.7
Fixed in 15.8.1

Timesheet prior to the 'Hire Date' can be created and posted in the Modern UX

SUMMARY: A timesheet prior to a resource 'Hire Date' can still be created in the New UX if the 'Hire Date' is the same
as the first day of a timesheet. This is not the case in the Classic UX.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
Assuming timesheets are weekly, start on Monday
1. Create two resources: ResA, with Hire Date 02/25/2020 (Tuesday); ResB, with Hire Date 02/24/2020 (Monday)
2. Set both resources Open for Time Entry and Track Mode to 'PPM'
3. Open the New UX Timesheet > My Timesheet, and filter by resource 'ResA'
a. Open the Timesheet for Feb 24 - Mar 1: it can be created, expected
b. Open the Timesheet for Feb 17 - Feb 23: it cannot be created, expected. An error is displayed:
com.niku.union.odf.exception.ODFValidationException: TMA-0906: Resource ResA, ResA starts on 2/25/20. Creating a
timesheet requires an existing, active, resource who is open for time entry and has a time track mode set
c. Open the Timesheet for Feb 10 - Feb 16: it cannot be created, expected. Error is displayed
4. Open the New UX Timesheet > My Timesheet, and filter by resource 'ResB'
a. Open the Timesheet for Feb 24 - Mar 1: it can be created, expected
b. Open the Timesheet for Feb 17 - Feb 23: it can be created, **not expected**
c. Open the Timesheet for Feb 10 - Feb 16: it cannot be created, expected. An error is displayed:
com.niku.union.odf.exception.ODFValidationException: TMA-0906: Resource ResB, ResB starts on 2/24/20. Creating a
timesheet requires an existing, active, resource who is open for time entry and has a time track mode set.
Expected Results: 4b. Open the Timesheet for Feb 17 - Feb 23: it cannot be created. Error is displayed.
Actual Results: 4b. Open the Timesheet for Feb 17 - Feb 23: it can be created.
Additional notes:
The additional timesheet that can be created can be also submitted, approved, and posted. With the fix from
DE49901/DE49826, time cannot be entered to days prior to the Hire Date, so the timesheet can be submitted, but
without any time.
Classic UX does not allow to open timesheet from 4b.
The timesheet from 4b gets listed in the New UX Timesheets > Timesheets grid view.
Workaround: None.
DE54159
Major
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Unable to Import Roadmap with Custom Investments using OBS on Oracle and Postgres SQL

SUMMARY: Unable to Import Investments into a Roadmap with Custom Investments using OBS for selection.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Login to Clarity and Navigate to Modern UX
2. Create a Roadmap
3. Go to Import Roadmap and select a Custom Investment Type
4. In Custom investment import window, select an OBS and click import
Expected result: All custom investments associated with the selected OBS should be imported as roadmap items.
Actual result: No custom investments are imported as roadmap items.
Workaround: Import the Custom Investments by selecting specific instances.
DE53998
Major
Found in 15.7
Fixed in 15.8.1

Help link does not work in non-English locale

SUMMARY: When the language is set to Spanish (or anything non-English), the Help button does nothing when
clicked.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Log in to Clarity PPM
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2. Click 'Help' - The documentation works as expected
3. Go to Home>>Account Settings
4. Change Language to Spanish
5. Save
6. Click 'Help'
Expected Results: The expected behavior is the supported languages will go to that language. If it is in a language we
don’t support localization it should default to English.
Supported Languages:
 French
 German
 Spanish
 Brazilian Portuguese
 Italian
 Japanese
Actual Results: No pop-up appears as the HID and language doesn't match.
Workaround: Go directly to http://techdocs.broadcom.com/ and search for the Help you require.
DE53482
Minor
Found in 15.6.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Timesheet Header Not Aligned with Timesheet

SUMMARY: MUX: Timesheet Header Columns Misaligned when collapsing a project line. If the timesheet has a long
name task and then the corresponding project is collapsed on the timesheet the columns then become misaligned
with the header.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Create a task with a long name
Example: Learning Management Coordinator / Administrator Support 2020
Task ID: Equip12345 - you can use any, mine had 10 characters
2. Assign a resource to this task
3. Make sure the resource is assigned to other projects and tasks so they show on the timesheet as well
4. Populate a timesheet or add several tasks to the timesheet and make sure the task created in step 1 is on the
timesheet
5. Collapse the project line on the timesheet with the task from Step 1
Expected Results: The column widths stay the same so the 'Work' cells align with the Header cells.
Actual Results: The 'Work' column shrinks but the header column stays in the same place.
Workaround: Do not collapse project rows on the Timesheet when there are long task names.
DE53129
Cosmetic
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Create a new project fails with System error when OBS attribute is defined as Required

SUMMARY: When creating a new project or copying project, "Error 500-Internal server error" occurred. The project
was created, but OBS settings were empty (NULL).
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Turn ON 'Value Required' checkbox of 'Department OBS' attribute
2. Enable Audit Trail for 'Department OBS' attribute
3. Create a new project with the following information
- The project name has 34 double bytes character ‘123456789012345678901234’
- Set Department OBS
4. Click the Save button
Expected Results: For the project to get created successfully with the OBS Unit set.
Actual Results: The UI gets an error, the project is created, but the OBS Unit is not set - value is NULL.
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Get Error 500 - Internal Server Error. The server could not retrieve the document due to server-configuration or other
technical problems. Contact your site administrator.
app-ca.log shows below error.
ERROR 2020-02-10 10:32:20,628 [http-nio-80-exec-271] service.AttributeWriteService
(clarity:admin02:5255119__635FE3C8-2527-43C1-B2E3-9ED91A426A9D:projmgr.projectNewPost) Cannot write OBS
exception:
com.niku.union.persistence.PersistenceException:
SQL error code: 6502
Error message: [CA Clarity][Oracle JDBC Driver][Oracle]ORA-06502: PL/SQL: numeric or value error
ORA-06512: at "NIKU.GET_INSTANCE_CODE", line 83
ORA-06512: at "NIKU.AUDIT_OBS_ATTRIBUTES", line 316
ORA-04088: error during execution of trigger 'NIKU.AUDIT_OBS_ATTRIBUTES'
Workaround: None.
DE53709
Major
Found in 15.7
Fixed in 15.8.1

Modern UX: CMN-0009 error returned when updating an MVL field if a value selected is inactive

SUMMARY: Modern UX: CMN-0009 error returned when updating an MVL field if a value selected is inactive.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Navigate to Studio, project object.
2. Create a Multi Value Lookup (MVL) type attribute based on the OOTB LOOKUP_USER_ACTIVE_SEC lookup
Provide an API Attribute ID to make it available on the Modern UX
3. Add the field to the project list view
4. Go to the Classic UI > Project list
5. On a given project, add some users to the field and save changes
6. Go to Admin > Resources
7. Take one of the users that we added to the MVL field and inactivate it
8. Go back to the project list and look at the MVL field and the selected values
9. The inactivated value is displayed
10. Add some further values and save. Changes are saved fine
11. Go to the Modern UX project list
12. Add the MVL field to the list
13. On the list, you can see all the pre-selected values. And the users who were inactivated
14. Edit the field. At edition, you only see the active values
15. Try to add some extra values to the field
Expected Results: The extra values added to the field are saved.
Actual Results: Errror CMN-0009: Attribute 'MyMVL' has invalid Lookup Value '[5003289, 5003130, 5003267]'.
Workaround: Clear All values and re-select the values you want to add. This time the inactive values will not be
selectable.
DE54205
Major
Found in 15.7
Fixed in 15.8.1

The number of columns available on the Projects Grid Filter Selection is limited to 500

SUMMARY: The number of columns available on the Projects Grid Filter Selection is limited to 500. If the customer has
more than 500 rest API enabled attributes few of them are omitted from selection.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Login to Clarity PPM
2. Navigate to Administration, Studio, Objects.
3. On Project Object create custom attributes and enable them for API usage
4. Create attributes until the count reaches more than 500
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5. Navigate to Modern UX, Projects Grid
6. Click on the Filter Cone Icon and select Add Filter.
Expected Results: We should be able to see all the API Enabled attributes for selection.
Actual Results: Only 500 API Enabled attributes are displayed and others are cut off.
Workaround: None.
DE49856
Cosmetic
Found in 15.6.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Numbers entered into a Classic PPM TSV cell do not honor German locale

SUMMARY: Numbers entered into a Classic PPM TSV cell do not honor German locale setting. This is in the Classic PPM
UI and is reproduced generically for any TSV cell. See two use cases described.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
USE CASE #1: Using the Cost Plan Details.
1. Set user to German locale and configure the cost plan detail field "Amount by Period" (Time scaled) with 0 decimal
places
2. Create and fill a cost plan and navigate to the 'Cost Plan Details'
3. Enter a value in a cell (we call it cell A), e.g. the Cost, with minimum 4 digits, e.g. 1000: The value will be shown as
"1.000"
4. Click to a different cell (we call it cell B), e.g. the next period, click into the first cell A: The value will still be shown as
"1.000"
5. Click to a different cell (e.g. cell B), then click into the first cell A
Expected Results: The value will still be shown as '1.000'.
Actual Results: The value gets shown as '1'.
Workaround: None
USE CASE #2: Using Investment Team Details.
1. Set user to German locale
2. Open a project from (Home -> project )
3. Click on Team Tab and navigate to Team details page
4. Click any cell under 'Allocation By Period'
5. Enter 17020 in a cell and click on the other cell. It appears as '17.020,00'
6. Remove ',00' from the cell and click on the other cell
7. Click on the cell of step 5
Expected Result: Cell should display '17.020,00'.
Actual Result: Cell displays '17,02'.
Workaround: None.
DE49964
Major
Found in 14.3
Fixed in 15.8.1

Cannot Export Resource/Role Allocations to Excel when navigating from Classic Team Detail to Resource Allocation
page

SUMMARY: Cannot Export Resource/Role Allocations to Excel when getting to it by clicking on the 'Resource
Allocations' icon on the Team -Detail page.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Go to Classic - Home - Projects
2. Open any project with a team
3. Go to the Team tab
4. On the 'Team - Detail' page, click on the 'Resource Allocation' icon for any role or resource
5. Once on the Resource/Role Allocations (Detail) page, click on Options - Export to Excel (Data Only)
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Expected Results: The 'Resource_Allocations_-Detail.xls' file that is generated opens and displays the data.
Actual Results: The 'Resource_Allocations_-Detail.xls' file that is generated throws an error and does not display any
data.
Error in Excel Log:
XML ERROR in Worksheet Setting
REASON: Bad Value
FILE: C:\Users\<user>\Downloads\Resource_Allocations_-_Detail.xls
GROUP: Worksheet
TAG: Table
ATTRIB: ExpandedColumnCount
VALUE: 11
Workaround: Navigate to the Allocations Details page directly by going to Home - Resources, select a resource/role Allocations tab - Detail to successfully print the list view from here.
Note: It appears to be related to the way the URL is formed and this is why the workaround works. The URL when
following the STR on the defect gets formed similar to:
http://<ClarityURL>/niku/nu#action:projmgr.getResourceProjectObjectList&view_code=resourceProjectsDetail&odf
_return_to=projmgr.teamList%26view_code%3DprojectTeamDetail%26id%3D5006016&id=1&odf_cncrt_parent_
id=5006016
While the URL formed for the same page, but following the steps on the workaround looks like:
http://<ClarityURL>/niku/nu#action:projmgr.getResourceProjectObjectList&id=1&object_code=resource&view_
code=resourceProjectsDetail
DE53318
Major
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Multiple instance of Job run

SUMMARY: When you run a job via an action item, multiple instances of a job is executing.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Create a custom object
2. Create a custom action on the object that launches an instance-specific “Autoschedule Project” job
3. Put the action on the edit view of the object
4. Go to an instance of the object and click the action
Expected Results: One instance of the “Autoschedule Project” job will run.
Actual Results: Multiple instances of the job run. In “Scheduled Jobs” you see one but in the jobs log there is two
instances of the job.
Workaround: None.
DE53044
Minor
Found in 15.6.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Modern UX: Duplicated tasks created if a Boolean field is checked while populating the Task Name

SUMMARY: Modern UX: Duplicated tasks created if a Boolean field is checked while populating the Task Name. This
seems to be a generic grid issue. The same thing can occur on the Project Grid. If the Project ID has auto numbering
and the NAME field is the only required field needed to create a new project, a duplicate project can also be created
using similar steps with a Boolean field such as 'Active' on the Project Object.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Login to the Modern UX
2. Edit an existing project or create a new one
3. Go to the Tasks Module, Grid View
4. Using the Columns Panel, add the Milestone attribute to the view (or any editable Boolean field)
5. Click on the + sign to create a new task
6. Enter the name of the task
7. Without leaving the name field, set the milestone flag for the task by using the mouse to click into the checkbox
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Expected Result: The task is successfully created.
Actual Result: Duplicated tasks are created.
Workaround: Click outside the Name field prior to checking a Boolean type field.
DE54230
Minor
Found in 15.8
Fixed in 15.8.1

Modern UX - Tasks in "Status" page show numbers without rounding off decimals

SUMMARY: Modern UX - Tasks in the "Status" page show numbers without rounding off decimals.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Navigate into the Modern UX and open a project where "Tasks" tab and "Status" tab are both visible
2. Click on "Tasks" tab and display "ETC" column in the grid
3. Display "Include in Status Reporting" column in the grid
4. For a few tasks enter the following as the "ETC" value: 80.43211234
5. Set "Include in Status Reporting" flag to true for the tasks used in Step 4
6. Click the "Status" tab. Click the "Configure" icon. Enable display of "Tasks" section
7. Click the "Configure" icon for the "Tasks" section. Display "ETC" column
8. Make note of how decimals are getting displayed in the ETC Column
9. Click the "Preview" button. Make note again of how decimals are getting displayed in ETC column
Expected Result: Numbers are rounded off to 2 decimal places because this is what is defined in the Attribute settings.
Actual Result: All decimal places that the number was entered with, show up in the Status Reports.
Workaround: None.
DE54038
Major
Found in
Fixed in

REST API calls using Bearer Tokens do not release DB Connections after serving request

SUMMARY: REST API calls using Bearer Tokens do not release DB Connections after serving the request.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Go into the Modern UX -> Administration -> API Keys -> Clients. Define a client that can be used
2. Go into "API Keys" from the top right corner of any page in Modern UX and create an API Key
3. Restart the app service and make note of the connections open using the following URL. Do not let any other user
login to the application
http://HOST_NAME/niku/apache?alias=clarity&level=less&pool=less
4. Use the API Key generated in Step 2 along with Client defined in Step 1 as headers, to make a GET Call of the format
shown below:
http://HOST_NAME/ppm/rest/v1/projects?limit=5&offset=0&sort=_internalId
5. Make note of the total ACTIVE connections using the same URL as in Step 3
6. Repeat Step 4
7. Make note of the total ACTIVE connections using the same URL as in Step 3
6. Restart the app service again
7. Now, instead of the Bearer Token, use Basic Authentication to make the GET call from Step 4
8. Make note of the total ACTIVE connections using the same URL as in Step 3
9. Repeat Step 7
10. Make note of the total ACTIVE connections using the same URL as in Step 3
Expected Result: Count of ACTIVE connections does not increase in Steps 5, 7, 8, 10.
Actual Result: Count of ACTIVE connections increases in Steps 5 and 7. They do not increase in Steps 8 and 10.
Workaround: None.
DE54035
Major
Found in 15.6.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

After deleting all detailed cost plans on a project, unable to save planned cost data on the Financial Summary page if
there is an approved budget

SUMMARY: After deleting all detailed cost plans on a project, unable to save planned cost data on the Financial
Summary page if there is an approved budget
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STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Create a new project (with Department OBS populated)
2. Create a detailed cost plan on the Financial Plans tab
o Click New Manual Plan
o Enter required information and click Save
3. Submit the cost plan for approval and approve it
o Click the Actions drop down and select “Submit Plan of Record for Approval
o From the Financials Plans tab drop down, select “Budget Plans”
o Click ‘Approve’
4. Delete the cost plan created above (ensure no other cost plans exist on the project)
5. Go to the Project Properties page and from the Properties tab drop down, click on ‘Financial Summary’
6. Enter values for the following:
o Planned Cost Start
o Planned Cost Finish
o Planned Capital Cost
7. Click Save
Expected Results: The values entered above are saved.
Actual Results: The values entered disappear.
Workaround: None.

DE53552
Minor
Found in 15.7
Fixed in 15.8.1

Processes can be run through an HTML portlet even if the user does not have access rights to run processes

SUMMARY: Processes can be run through a HTML portlet even if the user does not have access rights to run
processes.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Create a user with no process-related access rights
2. Create a simple process for testing purposes linked to the project object that moves from the start to the Finish step
Note the internal Process ID (5 million number on the URL)
On the real case scenario, the process creates/updates cost plans on the projects where the process is run
3. Create a HTML portlet with the code attached (HTML portlet.xml)
4. On the portlet there are references to the process ID ('process_id=5003002'). Replace the ID on the portlet by the ID
of your process
5. Add the portlet to the project Dashboard tab
6. Login as the user with no process related access rights created on step 1
7. No available processes can be seen on the Project > Processes tab
8. No processes link can be seen on the administration side either. There is no way the user can execute a process
9. Open a project, go to the Dashboard tab
10. The HTML portlet is present there and contains buttons: Create Cost plan, Update Cost Plan
Those buttons initiated the processes specified on the HTML portlet
11. Click on the buttons
Expected Results: No processes to be executed as the user does not have rights.
Actual Results: Processes associated with the buttons are executed even if you do not have rights.
Workaround: None.
DE53589
Minor
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Roadmap Sync - Capacity not updating once updated from Assignments/Allocations and the other value is null or 0

SUMMARY: Roadmap Sync Linked Items - Capacity not updating once updated from Assignments/Allocations and the
other value is null or 0.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Create a project with dates in 2020, default allocation 0% and 40 actuals posted
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2. Connect to Clarity New UX - Roadmaps
3. Create a new roadmap for 2020
4. Now add a project in 2020 - Import from PPM - pick your project
5. Once imported go to the Grid view
Note Capacity is null
6. Now go to Item Action - Sync Linked Items
7. It should be Allocations by default so just hit Sync
8. Now go to Item Action - Sync Linked Items - Select from Assignments - Sync
Note Capacity updated to 40
9. Now go to Item Action - Sync Linked Items - Select from Allocations - Sync
Expected Results: Capacity to revert to null as it was selected from Allocations.
Actual Results: Once Capacity is updated from Assignments it no longer syncs from Allocations.
The same happens when the project has no actuals and only allocation - the Capacity, once updated will no longer
update to 0/null.
Workaround: None.
DE53849
Minor
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Slow performance to open the popup Import Projects in New UX Roadmap with large dataset

SUMMARY: Slow performance to open the popup Import Projects in New UX Roadmap with a large dataset.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Connect to a large customer dataset (use environment below)
2. Go to New UX - Roadmaps with admin user
3. Once you opened the Roadmap, click on Import from PPM - Project
Expected Results: the Import Projects popup to display under 5 seconds.
Actual Results: Note the slowness to display the projects (takes at least 6-10 sec and we don't know it's working behind
the scenes).
Workaround: None.
DE54001
Major
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Modern UX - List Views: Pasting numbers with comma separators into cells of number/money attribute columns
throws CMN-0008

SUMMARY: Modern UX - List Views: Pasting numbers with comma separators into cells of number/money attribute
columns throws CMN-0008.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Create two new attributes in the Project object of data types "Number" and "Money". Provide an API Alias so that
they can be displayed in the Modern UX
a. (Administration -> Objects -> "Project" -> Attributes -> New)
2. Navigate to the Modern UX -> "Projects"
3. Display the two new attributes created in Step 1 in the list view
4. Type this number in Notepad: "12,345"
5. Copy the number and paste it into one of the cells of the columns displayed in Step 3
6. Type this number in Notepad: "12345"
7. Copy the number and paste it into one of the cells of the columns displayed in Step 3
8. Type this number directly into a cell from columns displayed in Step 3: "12,345"
Expected Result: No error comes up in steps 5, 7 and 8.
Actual Result: An error gets thrown in step 5: "CMN-0008: Attribute 'att2101200' data type is incorrect.".
Workaround: None.
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DE54479
Minor
Found in
Fixed in 15.8.1

Removing all fields on a configurable fly-out prevents adding fields back into the configuration

SUMMARY: I removed all the fields on a configurable fly-out. Then I tried to add fields back into the configuration, but
it does not work. The only thing I could do is to switch to another view to get rid of this problem.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Go to a Project, ISSUES Module
2. Highlight an existing row to get the DETAILS fly-out
3. Click 'Configure' link in the DETAILS tab
4. Remove ALL the fields currently configured
5. Try to add a field back onto the tab
Expected Results: To successfully add fields onto a blank tab
Actual Results: Cannot drop fields onto a blank tab
Workaround:
Switch to another view.
If there are no other existing views at this time, save the current view as-is and immediately delete it.
This will reload the system view.
The user will need to reconfigure their view, but this time ensuring there is at least 1 field on the tab to allow other
fields to be added.
DE54578
Minor
Found in 15.6.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Unable to create a Modern UX subobject instance if a number type attribute is required and the field value is 0

SUMMARY: Unable to create a Modern UX subobject instance if a number type attribute is required and the field value
is Zero.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Go to Administration, Studio, Objects
2. Create a subobject of the project object
3. Make it API Enabled
3. On the attribute list, create a Number Type attribute and mark it as VALUE REQUIRED. And provide an API attribute
ID
4. Go to the Modern UX
5. Edit a project Blueprint and under Modules, add the subobject created in Step2 and Publish it
6. Edit a project associated to the Blueprint we modified
7. Go to the subobject tab and add the Number Type attribute we created to the list
8. Click on the + sign and create a new instance
9. Fill the fields in and add a 1 as value to the custom Number Type attribute
10. Instance is created
11. Click on the + sign and create a new instance
12. Fill the fields in and add a 0 as value to the custom Number Type attribute
Expected Results: The new instance is created successfully.
Actual Results: The new instance is not created. The number 0 is not accepted at creation.
Workaround: Add a non-zero value at creation and then update it to 0.
DE54101
Cosmetic
Found in 15.7
Fixed in 15.8.1

Order of the columns is not respected when exporting to CSV

SUMMARY: Export to CSV: The order of the columns does not match the Modern UX display.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Login to the Modern UX
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2. Go to any view where the Export to CSV capability exists
i.e. Project Common Grid: http://myserver/pm/#/projects/common
3. Look at the columns displayed
4. Export to CSV
5. The column order on the CSV file matches the UI display
6. Reorder the columns
7. Export to CSV
Expected Results: The column order on the CSV file matches the UI display.
Actual Results: The order of the columns does not change in the CSV file.
Workaround:
1. Modify the column order > Log out and log in > Export to CSV again
2. Refresh the page (F5) > Export to CSV again
DE52986
Major
Found in 15.5
Fixed in 15.8.1

Search in Collaboration tab issue

SUMMARY: The complete list of files attached in a project are not visible in the search results.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Change the Theme to Phoneix UI
2. Access a project
3. Click in Collaboration Tab
4. Add more than 10 objects with a similar name (Ex: name1, name2, name3...)
5. In the search box, list the similar name (Ex: name*)
Expected Results: All results are returned.
Actual Results: Only 10 items are being shown in results.
Workaround: None.
DE54345
Minor
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Modern UX - Scroll along Timesheet Review will show all the timesheets the user has permissions on, and not
respect the Review and Approve filter applied

SUMMARY: Modern UX - Scroll along Timesheet Review will show all the timesheets the user has permissions on, and
not respect the Review and Approve filter applied.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. As admin user connect to New UX/Modern UX Timesheets
2. Go to Review and Approve
3. Filter for a resource manager who has Submitted timesheets for review
4. Pick a Submitted timesheet - click Review
5. Scroll along
Expected Results: To see only the timesheets they filtered on.
Actual Results: We cycle through all the timesheets the resource has access to.
Workaround: None.
DE54538
Major
Found in 15.8
Fixed in 15.8.1

Parameterized Dynamic Lookup not passing the value to dependent Multi Value Lookup attribute

SUMMARY: Parameterized Dynamic Lookup not passing the value to the dependent attribute.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Login to Clarity
2. Navigate to Administration Lookups
3. Create a Dynamic Query Lookup with the below Query
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select id,code,name from inv_investments
where odf_object_code='project'
and is_active=1
4. Save and Return. Create another Dynamic Query Based Lookup with the below query.
SELECT @SELECT:task.prid:TaskID@,
@SELECT:task.prexternalid:ExternalID@,
@SELECT:task.prname:Task_name@,
@SELECT:DECODE(task.prstatus,0,'Not Started',1,'Started',2,'Completed'):Status@,
@SELECT:phase.prname||'/'||task.prname:task_hierarchy@,
@SELECT:TRUNC(task.prstart):StartDate@,
@SELECT:TRUNC(task.prfinish):EndDate@,
@SELECT:(SELECT ROUND((SUM(PRESTSUM))/3600,2) FROM prassignment WHERE prtaskid=task.prid):ETC@
FROM prtask task
INNER JOIN odf_ca_task odft ON odft.id=task.prid
LEFT OUTER JOIN PRTASK phase ON task.prwbssequence BETWEEN phase.prwbssequence AND phase.wbs_nnbseq - 1
AND task.prprojectid = phase.prprojectid
AND phase.prwbslevel = task.prwbslevel - 1
WHERE task.pristask = 1
AND task.prismilestone=0
and 1=1
AND ( @where:param:user_def:integer:projectname@ = task.prprojectid OR
@where:param:user_def:integer:projectname@ IS NULL )
AND @FILTER@
5. Navigate to Administration -> Studio -> Objects and click on Project Object
6. Create a new Lookup Attribute with the query created in Step 3
7. Create a new Multi-Value lookup attribute with the query created in Step 4. This will be parameterized and under
“Lookup Parameter Mappings” select the attribute ID of the attribute created in step 6
8. Navigate to Views and configure these two attributes on Project Properties
9. Navigate to Home -> Projects. Click on a Project
10. Select a project under the lookup attribute created in step 6
11. Select the relevant tasks for the project using the Multi-Value Lookup attribute created in step 7
Expected Results: MVL attribute only shows tasks that are part of the project selected.
Actual Results: MVL attribute shows all tasks and doesn’t follow the parameterized mapping.
Workaround: None.
DE51506
Major
Found in 15.7
Fixed in 15.8.1

Securability Fix

STR: No Steps revealed for security reasons.
DE52981
Cosmetic
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Unable to close error message pop-up window when using the Phoenix UI since X button is not appearing

DESCRIPTION FOR RELEASE NOTES:
SUMMARY: When a session times out, we get an error message pop-up window in PPM. With the Phoenix UI, we can
no longer close the message because the X button is gone in the right upper hand corner. Unable to close the error
message pop-up window when using the Phoenix UI because the X button is not appearing.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
Pre-requisites:
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a. Setup environment in SaaS behind Portal on top of Federated SSO
b. Set Phoenix UI
1. Set Clarity Idle timeout to 29 minutes
2. Set SSO timeout to 30 minutes
3. Login and stay idle for a little longer than 30 minutes to exceed SSO timeout
4. Click on anything else in the application and you get a pop-up message "Unable to communicate to the PPM server.
Please try again and if problem persists contact your system administrator."
5. If you click on Close in the message it will come back up, so the only way out is to either close the browser or click on
X in the message and click on F5 to refresh browser, but when using Phoenix UI, X button is not appearing.
Expected Results: Be able to click on X in the message.
Actual Results: The X button is not appearing.
Workaround: Click F5 to refresh the browser.
DE53841
Major
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Slow performance on Timesheet Grid with large dataset and users with access to many timesheets

SUMMARY: Slow performance on Timesheet Grid with large datasets and users with access to many timesheets.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Connect to a large customer dataset (use environment below)
2. Go to New UX - Open Timesheets grid with a user with access to many timesheets
3. Remove all filters
Expected Results: To be able to see the timesheets and filter in a timely manner. In Classic UX the user with access to
all timesheets is able to see the list fairly easily.
Actual Results: Loading data… 'Please Wait' message, the loading never completes. Browsing around with this caused
my server to stop responding.
DE53847
Major
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Slow performance when doing Group By in New UX Timesheet Grid with large dataset

STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Connect to a large customer dataset (use environment below)
2. Go to New UX - Open Timesheets grid with a user with access to many timesheets (use indicated users
below)
3. Once you opened the Grid, click on the Status column hamburger menu and select Group By Status
Expected Results: To be able to see the timesheets return Grouped in a timely manner.
Actual Results: 'Loading data… Please Wait' message, the loading never completes. Browsing around with this caused
my server to stop responding.
Workaround: None.
DE54940
Cosmetic
Found in
Fixed in 15.8.1

URL Attribute for Roadmap Item Not in New UX

SUMMARY: After creating a 'URL' attribute on the 'Roadmap Item' Object, you cannot see the attribute in the New UX.
Other attribute types work fine.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. In Clarity go to Administration, Studio and Objects. Find the 'Roadmap Item' Object and open it
2. Go to the 'Attributes' tab, add a New. For 'Data Type' use 'URL'. Enter an API Attribute ID. Populate the rest of the
information however you'd like. Save the new object
3. Log into New UX. Go to the Roadmaps. Open a Roadmap and you'll see a list of the items. Click the 'Column Panel',
the newly created attribute is missing. Other added attributes will display
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Expected Results: You should see the new attribute in the Column Panel list.
Actual Results: The New Attribute is not in the Column Panel list.
Workaround: Can use a String field instead, but the field will not act as a URL.
DE54025
Major
Found in 15.7
Fixed in 15.8.1

Budgeted Benefit Dates cannot be entered into the New UX

SUMMARY: An error message appears when trying to enter Budgeted Benefit Dates.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Login to the Modern UX
2. Go to Blueprint and add Budgeted benefit Start, Budgeted benefit Finish date, and Budget equals Planned in any
project Blueprint Layout
3. Create a new project in the New UX
4. Change the blueprint to the one in step 2 if not set by default
This can be done by adding 'Blueprint' to the project grid in the New UX
5. Open Project in the Modern UX
6. Go to the Details page
7. Make sure the option Budget equals Planned is unchecked
8. Try to fill in budgeted benefit start or finish date
Expected Results: The dates are added and Saved.
Actual Results: Error message 'INV-0023: Missing Budget Benefit Start or Budget Benefit Finish date and the dates are
not saved'
Workaround: None.
DE54579
Minor
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

'User Value 2' attribute in Timesheet Return page not displaying full lookup value characters in Modern UX

SUMMARY: When Timesheet 'User Value 2' lookup attribute is used in the last column of the Modern UX Timesheet
'Return' page, values in the lookup drop-down list which exceed 26 characters are cut off and do not get displayed.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Populate the out of the box static lookup 'Time Entry User Lookup field 2' with a value like these examples:
'Hours Increased - Incorrect Posted to a project'
'Hours Decreased - Booked to wrong project'
'Hours Increased - PM Change'
2. In PPM Classic, Navigate to 'Timesheet Options' page and under 'Default Content and Layout' section move the
attribute 'User Value 2' from 'Available Columns' to 'Selected Columns' so that it is the attribute listed at the bottom
3. Navigate to the Modern UX Timesheet page and Submit and approve Timesheet. Next 'Return' Timesheet back
4. On the Timesheet 'Return' page you find that the 'User Value 2' attribute is listed as the last column on the page
5. Now click on the 'User Value 2' lookup value selection area to list values in the lookup
Expected Results: All values entered in the lookup in step 1 (above) display fully.
Actual Results: Lookup Values with characters longer than 26 are cut off and do not display the full value.
Workaround: Move 'User Value 2' attribute two columns to the left on the Timesheet Return page so it is not the last
column.
DE53502
Minor
Found in 15.5.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

PDS - System error on Create Wip adjustment when using resource-id > 30 char

SUMMARY: System error occurs when creating a WIP adjustment while using resource ID > 30 characters where the
database is SQL Server.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Create a user
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Last name ppmuser10
Firstname ppmuser10
Username ppmuser10
Resource ID ppmuser10.ppmuser10@dummy.com
2. Make sure the resource is financially enabled
3. To avoid another problem when posting a transaction, go to Administration, Finance, WIP Settings and ensure the
following is setup:
Entity = Project Entity
Location = Project Location
Department = Project Department
4. Create a project with a task, assign the resource from step 1 and financially enable it
5. Create a transaction using the resource from step 1
6. Change the Administration, Finance, WIP Settings to:
Entity = Resource Entity
Location = Resource Location
Department = Resource Department
7. Create WIP adjustment against the transaction created in step 5
Expected Results: Adjustment should be created without any error.
Actual results: ERROR System error. Contact System Administrator.
Workaround: None.
DE52939
Major
Found in 15.6.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Unable to post an adjusted timesheet when an incident time entry has been adjusted to 0

SUMMARY: Unable to post an adjusted timesheet when an incident time entry has been adjusted to zero (0).
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Use any user on the system
2. Ensure the Track Mode is PPM and the Open For Time Entry flag is set to Open
3. Create a project and add the user on step 1 to the team Staff and assign him to a task
4. Create an incident and assign the incident to the user on step 1
5. Go to the Classic UI timesheet link
This does not affect the Modern UX timesheets as those do not allow incident time tracking
6. Add the project task and the incidents created to the timesheet
7. Enter some actuals to both tasks
8. Submit and Approve the timesheet
9. Run the Post Timesheet job (note, the job requires the timesheet to be approved for at least 5 minutes in order for
the job to post it)
10. Timesheet is Posted
11. Adjust the timesheet
12. Adjust the timesheet incident entry to 0 hours
13. Submit and Approve the timesheet
14. Run the Post Timesheet job (note, the job requires the timesheet to be approved for at least 5 minutes in order for
the job to post it)
Expected Results: Timesheet to be posted.
Actual Results: Timesheet cannot be posted. Although the job runs, the timesheet is never successfully posted.
Workaround: Return the timesheet and add some time to the incident even if it is 0.01 hours.
Additional information:
Error message on the log files:
ERROR 2020-01-30 10:09:53,858 [Dispatch Post Timesheets : bg@lvntest002080 (tenant=clarity)] xql2.xbl
(clarity:admin:5726601__C2AF9FB2-D2C3-4181-B1CD-B133902AB0BD:Post Timesheets) ****POSTTIMESHEET:
Couldn't post adjustmented timesheet-->adjustedTimesheetID=5019046; adjustedTimeEntryID=5020217;
teamID=5019000
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DE54017
Minor
Found in 15.6.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Modern UX: Not able to escape special characters

SUMMARY: PPM new UX does not properly escape special characters when entered via copy/paste from an external
source. As a result it breaks the display capability of such projects when opened in classic PPM.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Open the Modern UX via Firefox or MS Edge and Create a project
2. In the Project Details page enter in the default 'objective' text attribute the values as per the attached txt file
3. Switch to the Classic UI and try to open the project details page
Expected Results: The project details page opens up on classic UI and shows project data.
Actual Results: The page generates errors
[En- Unable to process request - Server or network error]
Workaround: Find special characters on new UX and remove them from the string fields manually.
DE54918
Cosmetic
Found in
Fixed in 15.8.1

Modern UX Idea finish date being overwritten upon save

SUMMARY: In the modern UX, the Idea Finish Date is being overwritten with the current date upon save. The finish
date in the Idea object has been updated to have a Default Date of Rolling Date = End of the current year. When you
start an idea, the idea grid will show the Dec 31, 2020 date, but once all required fields are completed and the idea is
saved, the finish date will change to the current date.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. In Classic UI, go to Administration - Objects - Idea
2. On the Attributes tab, look for Finish Date
3. On the Finish Date, select Rolling Date: End of Current Year for the Default Date
4. On the Views tab, click on the Fields link for the Idea Properties
5. Open the Properties to the Finish Date field, and select the option for 'No Override Date' for the 'Override Default
Date'
6. Go to the modern UX
7. Go to Ideas and add the Finish Date column, if not on there already
8. Click on the '+' to create a new Idea
Note: The Finish Date to this point is End of Current Year (12/31/2020)
9. Enter a value for all required fields on the new Idea and click away
Expected Results: The Finish Date on the Idea remains at the end of the year.
Actual Results: The Finish Date on the Idea changes to the current date.
Workaround: None.
DE55415
Major
Found in 15.8
Fixed in 15.8.1

API Key not working in GCP SSO environment

We are observing a potential problem with API Keys in GCP SSO Environment.
STR
1.
2.

Setup a GCP instance with SSO
Try to access the application rest API with an already created API key.

Expected Results:
API Key should be working
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DE52578
Minor
Found in 15.6
Fixed in 15.8.1

Portlet name is not showing changed/updated value in the Portlet Name field in the General Property page

SUMMARY: When you update a portlet name and save and publish, in the list page the name is updated but not on the
Portlet General Properties page.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Log in to Classic PPM as a user with account settings using English language and Navigate to
Administration, Studio, Portlets.
2. Click on one of the portlet example (Allocation Discrepancy) to go into the Portlet General Properties page.
3. Change the Portlet Name field from 'Allocation Discrepancy' to 'Allocation Discrepancy - New'.
4. Click Save.
5. Notice the name does not seem to have been changed, however, go back to the list of portlets and you will see the
name of the portlet has changed.
Expected Results: The Portlet Name field should show the saved change inside the Portlet General Properties page.
Actual Results: The list page shows the changed name 'Allocation Discrepancy - New' and the general properties page
still shows the old name i.e 'Allocation Discrepancy'
Workaround: Users should be able to see the changed name after publish of the portlet by clarity admin and clarity
admin can search the portlet using the portlet code and not name till the defect is fixed

DE55003
Major
Found in
Fixed in 15.8.1

Securability Fix

No Steps revealed for security reasons.
DE55023
Major
Found in 15.8
Fixed in 15.8.1

Securability Fix

No Steps revealed for security reasons.
DE54937
Minor
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

REST API Using Patch to update project causes error when Project has a cost plan and lastupdateddate
is sent through the payload

SUMMARY: REST API: Using Patch to update the project causes an error when Project has a cost plan and
'lastUpdatedDate' is sent through the payload.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Log in to Clarity.
2. Create a Project.
3. Associate with Department OBS and Organization OBS.
4. Note the internal ID of project.
5. Use Patch REST API Method to update the Project Name with the below Body:
PATCH http://<clarityurl>/ppm/rest/v1/projects/5003004
BODY :- {“name”: ”Test Project Patch”,”lastUpdatedDate”: "2020-05-08T12:30:21"}
6. The request is successful and Project Name is changed in Clarity.
7. Create a Cost plan on the same project.
8. Use REST API to PATCH the same project again using.
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PATCH http://<clarityurl>/ppm/rest/v1/projects/5003004
BODY :- {“name”: ”Test Project Patch 1”,”lastUpdatedDate”: "2020-05-08T12:30:21"}
Expected Results: Patch Operation should be successful.
Actual Results: Patch Operation fails with the below error.
{
"resourceId": "5003004",
"httpStatus": "400",
"errorMessage": "Financial attributes cannot be modified when Cost Plans or Budget Plans exist.",
"errorCode": "revmgr.cannotModifySimpleBudgetFields"
}
Workaround: None.
DE54839
Minor
Found in 15.7.1
Fixed in 15.8.1

Customizations Overview reports is not showing custom attributes of types string, number, date, etc..

SUMMARY: Customizations Overview reports is not showing custom attributes of type string, number, date, etc.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Log in To Clarity.
2. Navigate to Administration, Objects.
3. Create new object named Custom Object with id z_custom_object.
4. Navigate to Attributes tab and create a new attribute with name Custom Attribute and id z_custom_attribute and
type "string".
5. Navigate to Home, Advanced Reporting.
6. Navigate to View, Repository.
7. Expand the organization, CA PPM, Reports, Administration.
8. Click on Customizations Overview report.
9. Under Content Type Input Control Select "Attribute".
Expected Results: Custom Attribute is displayed in the report.
Actual Results: Customer Attribute is missing from the report.
DE55352
Minor
Found in 15.8
Fixed in 15.8.1

Security.logs page Active Only Check Box is inconsistent

SUMMARY: Security.logs page - The behavior of the 'Active Only' checkbox is inconsistent.
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
1. Login to Clarity GCP
2. Navigate to security.logs page
3. On the security.logs page you will see Active Only checkbox is checked
4. When the Active Only checkbox is checked you will see only logs from active pods
5. Uncheck the Active Only Checkbox and it will start to show the logs from Inactive Pods
6. Try to check the Active Only Checkbox but it will not work
Expected Results: Active only checkbox should be consistent.
Actual Results: On the security.logs page during the initial navigation to page the Active only checkbox is checked and
you will see only logs from Active Pods and once unchecked you cannot check again.
Workaround: None.
DE54477
Major

Upgrade to 15.8.0 fails: ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("CLARITY_USER"."CMN_SCH_JOBS"."ID")
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Found in 15.8
Fixed in 15.8.1
SUMMARY: Upgrade to 15.8.0 fails: ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("CLARITY_USER"."CMN_SCH_JOBS"."ID")
STEPS TO REPRODUCE:
The upgrade to Clarity PPM 15.8 fails if there is no ID < 5000000 at the CMN_SCH_JOBS table.
1. Run the following query to the DB
SELECT MAX(ID) + 10 V_JOB_ID FROM CMN_SCH_JOBS WHERE ID < 5000000
2. The value returned is NULL
3. Upgrade to 15.8
Actual Results: Upgrade fails: ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("CLARITY_USER"."CMN_SCH_JOBS"."ID")
Workaround:
Rollback
Update a record of the table CMN_SCH_JOBS with an ID below 5000000
Re-run the upgrade
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